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1. Weather forecasting
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What is weather forecasting? is a tool

used for predicting future demand

based on past information.

The science and technology is used to

predict the conditions of the atmosphere

for a given location and time.



Why is forecasting important?
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Demand for products and services is usually

uncertain.

Forecasting can be used for…

➢ Strategic planning (long range planning)

➢ Finance and accounting (budgets and

cost controls)

➢ Marketing (future sales, new products)

➢ Production and operations



General characteristics of forecasts
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➢Forecasts are more accurate for groups 
or families of items
➢Forecasts are more accurate for shorter   

time periods
➢Every forecast should include an error 

estimate
➢Forecasts are no substitute for calculated 

demand.



What is forecasting all about?
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Forecast considerations
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• Trends

• Seasonality

• Cyclical elements

• Autocorrelation

• Random variation



2. Forecasting methods
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Rely on data and 

analytical techniques.
Rely on subjective 

opinions from one or 

more experts.

Qualitative methods Quantitative methods
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Quantitative forecasting methods

Time Series: models that predict future 

demand based on past history trends

Causal Relationship: models that use 

statistical techniques to establish 

relationships between various items 

and demand

Simulation: models that can 

incorporate some randomness and 

non-linear effects

Qualitative forecasting methods

Panel Consensus: deriving future 

estimations from the synergy of a 

panel of experts in the area.

Historical Analogy: identifying 

another similar market.

Delphi Method: similar to the panel 

consensus but with concealed 

identities.

Forecasting methods



3. Forecasting ranges 

➢Now casting 

➢Daily forecast

➢Three days and five days forecast

➢Seven days forecast

➢Ten days Bulletin

➢Monthly outlook

➢Three months forecast



Forecasts data and products

1. Weather radar and Satellite Imagery ( Mostly used in
Nowcasting)



2. Numerical weather Prediction Systems; SYNERGIE 
and MESSIR (used in Short and Medium range weather 
forecast)

Forecasts data and products



Produce Forecasts

3. Network of stations and Radar



Consensus MAM 2019 Forecast
• Normal to Above 

Normal Rainfall is 
expected to be higher  
than 510mm

• Normal Rainfall is in 
the range of 390-
510mm

• Normal to Below 
rainfall is expected to 
be less than 390mm



Early Warning Message 



Early Warning Message 



Impacts of extreme events weather and climate



Dissemination channels

➢Through Radio recording and providing radio scripts to partners radio

stations

➢Through TV presentations that is aired every evening on National

television (RTV)

➢Through training workshops to farmers in partnership with projects

boosting agriculture like CIAT,PASP, FAO, etc

➢Through responding to the public’s queries by use of a Toll Free (6080)

and USSD *845 #

➢Through Emails

➢Through printing of the daily forecast on a partnering Newspaper like

the New Times , Igihe.com and Izuba rirashe

➢Issuing a special forecast incase of severe weather events where disaster

is highly probable,

➢Daily briefings provided to joint forces

➢Through social media platforms (WhatsApp, Twitter, Facebook and

Youtube)



Mobile Application
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Recommendations

❖ There is a need to enhance the feedback of

weather and climatic extreme events.

❖ Institutions and different end users should

endeavour to apply weather and climate

information in planning and decision making

❖ Warning institutions should establish

collaborative early warning systems.



THANK YOU


